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Snake Train
 —after Khlebnikov

We settled in our ochre houndstooth seats
And stirred our drinks. We talked about the Good, 
Damned Cowardice, praised Courage, and said we would

Have done much better to have lived when war
Was decent, when there was something to die for— 
The future perfect, if not a lasting peace—

Or not to have been born. The high-speed train 
Ran smooth as our reckonings. We sat upon
The observation deck beneath a green

Plexiglas bubble that dulled the glare and sheen 
Of dusk into a botch of blacks and whites
As the train slid west and the last trace of light

Twisted, crumpled, and powdered like a scrap 
Of burning paper. The conversation lapsed. 
The train was pleasant, not too old or new,

And carpeted in red, car followed car
Like scenes in a play or shops in a bazaar, 
While hardly swaying we moved as quickly as

A match-flame sizzles through dry summer grass. 
Evenings, we lingered in the dining car, 
Dropped ashes on the tablecloth and stole

Spotty carnations, yellow silverware, 
And tipped a lot. The canned gentility
Charmed us, claimed us… Feeling kind and free,
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I looked around. The other passengers
Had fallen asleep. They smiled maliciously 
Like dolls, or lay there stony faced,

While someone muttered something in a dream.
I looked outside—night’s eddying blue-blacks, 
Streaking lights, still patches of light fog—

And thought I glimpsed the shiny pulse of gills 
Or giant outline of a black-gloved fist
Studded with stars, the knuckles bunched like hills—

Imagine! A winged dragon! It tore along 
Beside us with the vague, furtive smirk 
Of someone who enjoys a private joke

Stretched across its heart-shaped snout. A book 
Lay open on its head in place of hair,
And its scales were clear as the gray windowpanes

Of city halls, so I could see the veins’ 
Inky designs, like baroque emblems where
The virtues and the vices strut their stuff,

And its scorpion tail hovering above. 
“It must be going a good seventy,”
I thought, as it lumbered heavily

Past us on its little baby’s legs.
Then baring the whites of its sharp teeth,
It spread its wings until they filled the sky

Like a wedding canopy trimmed with razor wire 
And rose. The train jerked back under its bulk 
Then jolted forward, sped on by the wings,
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As I slammed against the seat in front of me 
And hit the floor, meeting my friend’s shocked
Eyes of blame and threat. The beast’s jaws sheared

The plastic top, but everyone took his seat 
And settled back in with a snore or sneeze 
Full of experience and expertise,

While I thought, St. George, of you, and how you stood
Undaunted by the dragon’s brawn and airs
Until you saw the earth drink the black blood

Of its death-wound. The thought did me no good. 
The beast bore down—my heart banged in my side—
And craning my neck, I saw it chomp a bright

Young lawyer screaming in its teeth “No right!” 
And lunge towards me. I nearly died.
But taking advantage of a twist in the tail,

My friend and I jumped into the night. 
Under the branches of a cottonwood, 
Beside a muddy creek, we pitched camp.

Antelope, jackrabbit, gopher, grass
For food. We kept alive as a spoken word 
Or campfire’s ash and smouldering peat

Keep, for a little while, a little heat. 
But every one of that commonsensical lot 
Was eaten by the dragon on the spot.

for Joseph Shea
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Landscape and Memory

 “Moi qui fait profession des choses muettes…”
  —Nicolas Poussin
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Landscape

On this road and throughout the countryside
You see it: two boards and a chewed-up leather 
Strap with which they’re loosely strung together 
Knocked into the ground where someone died.

Rocks. The fire-tufted ocotillo trees’ 
Thin shadows lengthen, and at dusk a man 
Comes to fill a battered coffee can
With calla lilies. Here the new day decrees

Another day, and memory decays 
Unable to remember what it was
Quickened the heart awhile or gave it pause: 
What settled it in this unlikely place?

What is the mind that it does mind, after all, 
Though set apart even from itself, that words, 
Deprived of their senses, lie like pots and shards 
Lumped in the clay they consecrate and call

Up, as from nothing, some place, this countryside 
Or any—the strict sand, the sleek mirage, pale ash 
Blown off a smoldering pile of roadside trash
A stray dog roots around in, teary-eyed.

for Lety and Byron 
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Fall

1

Blue-eyed and brown 
Hidden in shadow 
Fall—
 Fallen 
Gold gathers
Under the trees. What are 
Their names? or those
Of the small birds flitting
Back and forth among the branches, in 
And out, as quick
As flame, as sharp-tongued?

Why sparrows! Sparrows.
They were never juncos to me.

Blue-eyed
Hidden in shadow, you watch 
Your birds plunder,
Your trees squander 
The gold that gathers 
As it falls to rise,
Kindling, into the air— 

Your brown eyes also—

And the sky’s single blue flame.
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2

Until
Sun drops, wind gathers 
Cloud, hauling it off

To the beach, vague 
Liminal zone
Called strand caught

Between here and there, 
Coming and going, 
Between and between—

Old dump:
Fish-hooks, heads,
And bones, clamshells,

Shoes bogged down in the sand,
You turn
Away from, back

Toward dunes, push through 
Dense undergrowth, skirt 
Poison ivy, nettles,

And briars, to pick 
Bittersweet for its bright 
Red berries and bay

Laurel for its little 
Puckered ones, like moons. 
Orange sky.
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No moon.
A fire-ring and
A beach-chair flipped on its side

In the white sand of the clearing 
You enter, arms full,
And stop.
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3

Dark. It’s cold,
With a sense of oldness about 
The narrow wood-paneled hall—
    Fall
Ends
 (In such
A vacation house
In the off-season, vacated, 
With only a birch tree ghosting 
A window’s flawed glass,
And the sound of lake-water, churning, 
Of the boat that knocks at the dock)—

Though there is someone who stands 
There still, back turned,
Head bent towards a match, 
And the other one who, 
Hidden in shadow, holds back

Still waiting—who was it?—
Wanting to be in the dark.
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December

1

A heatwave in December. Blue 
Luminous field of vision
Where the eye moves, dispossessed and possessed,

And you,
And the river, wide,
Almost in spate, and the tall

Black cedars, their broad 
Pluming branches that front 
The far cliffs, contre jour,

The whole cargo of dazzle 
Turns too.
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2

This 
Parenthesis in
The weather: the heather 
Still pungent, the bees 
Still busy about
Its pinched flowers—

              All blindly 
Determined, enthralled,
As love is or 
As justice—

          We meet 
Stopped at the threshold 
Of recognition, we meet 
As always such bare 
Figures of speech
Still trembling and 
On guard.
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3

The accident of things: not what one had 
In mind. Yet the flawed
Edges caught
In the daily combustion of light 
Will flare, remain
Glamorous as
The singular tokens of 
One past.
      (Outposted 
Yucca, on the red 
Hills, its handsome 
Corolla of spikes, 
Its creamy blossoms 
So heavily perfumed
They stank; the neither 
Ash nor silk
Of the empty wasps’ nest held 
In hand.)
      But who

Can believe it in fact?
—That the record might be 
Made good in the damages 
Sustained, preserve,
In spite of ourselves, 
Some intimacy of 
Conception won
From loss.
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4

But where a line is
A field opens, and they, 
As if newly engendered
While we were looking away, 
Cross over.
       Full-grown 
Already, decked 
Ostentatiously out
In loud 
Chains, furs,
And whatnot—who are they? 
Shamans? Big chiefs?
Pop singers? Perhaps
Nouveau riche buccaneers?
But they have severed connection, 
They have slipped aside now
Into elsewhere.
  We watch, 
And they, who have fallen 
Silent or gone
Too far now to hear,
Move off farther, grown vague, 
Though in sight still, and yet 
Ever more undefined,
Ever less anyone,
As they continue across
The small field of their common

Observance. Then stop. 
They pick up something
And then they put it back down. 
Then they move on as before.
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5

Then here, as it happens, 
One is,
 Half-

Recognizing the other,
Like the unlikely brilliance
Of the winter sun in the woods, 
Or the sparse grass sprouting 
Up through cracks in the tar.
You put one hand on the wall

And it stays there. They stay. 
Sheepsilver.
Muscovy glass. The lost names, 
The abandoned uses, the common 
Burden of the ground
We turn (one hand
Brushing the hair from the eyes)

Away from
        (Though what
Is it, goes on 
Digging and keeps
Digging, turning the leaves up, the grass, 
The dirt, to find
What? A lost shoe,
The taste of lime upon lips)—

Too much or
Too little. What’s left 
In any case is 
Excessive:
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      The shelved 
Volumes of earth’s 
Parsimonious annals,
Its shuttered promiscuous core.


